If you are interested in finding out if golf is for you OR, if you need to improve the basic skills and knowledge necessary to play the game and don't want to spend a lot of money doing so, Golf Boost for Women can help! This program is specifically designed to help you learn and understand the basic skills and etiquette in colorful and impressionable ways so you can gain access to this wonderful game.

**STEP 1 - $120**
Includes 2 - 90 minute instructional sessions.
Loaner Clubs (if needed)
6 to 1 student to instructor ratio
**Curriculum in Step 1**
Posture, Grip, Stance, Getting the Ball in the Air using an iron and a half swing. Short Putting, Putting Etiquette.

**STEP 2 - $120**
Includes 2 - 90 minute instructional sessions.
More Full Swing Instruction; Improving Full Swing Technique with a Hybrid and iron; Learn the basics to the Pitch Shot

**STEP 3 - $120**
Includes 2 - 90 minute instructional sessions.
More full swing development with the Driver. Etiquette surrounding the Tee Box Area. Long Putting, Controlling Distance.

CALL LORI TO REGISTER
619-931-8737

Upcoming Class Dates
SATURDAYS  9 - 10:30 AM
Step 1: Sept. 14, 21
Step 2: Sept. 28, Oct 5
Step 3: Oct. 12, 19

All Classes are taught by: Award Winning LPGA Class A Teaching Professionals, Lori Brock or Juliet Vaughan.
*Students will need to purchase a medium bucket of balls in the Stadium pro shop before each class.*